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LESSON NOTE 

School: Lovu Sangam School    Year: 8 

Subject: English Worksheet Week 18 

STRAND Reading and Viewing & Writing and Shaping 

SUB STRAND -  Language learning processes and strategies. 

-  Language features and rules. 

CONTENT LEARNING  OUTCOM -  Discover appropriate strategies in reading and visuals viewed from a repertoire of strategies.  

-  Compose different text types using a variety of sentence structures, linkages and appropriate       

vocabulary and punctuations. 
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           ACTIVITY   Summary Fill in the Blanks 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Complete the sentences to answer the question below. 

 

 

 

     with             had            their             on           He     

       crying              tressure            badly            at    
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

YEAR 8   MATHS   WEEK 18 

REVISIONAL WORKSHEET 

 

STRAND Number and Numeration 

SUB- STRAND Sets 

CONTENT LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

Explain and describe the elements and properties of sets, subsets, Venn diagrams, 

complement and Universal sets of numbers. 

 

 

STUDENT ACTIVITY 

For the following set shown in the Venn diagram, list:  

 

i) Set A  

___________________________________________________________ 

 

ii) Universal set  

___________________________________________________________ 

 

iii) Complement of Set A 

___________________________________________________________ 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

HEALTHY LIVING YEAR 8 

REVISIONAL NOTES WEEK 18 

 GROUP BEHAVIOURS 

Working together as a group 

We belong to one or more groups. In school, we have a group of friends and in our community we belong to 

religious groups or social groups. For a group to stay intact and be successful will depend greatly on how 

members work together as a united whole within the group- how well the group members interact and get 

along with each other. By recognizing, understanding and minimizing disruptive group behaviours, group 

work becomes more productive and efficient. 

Disruptive group behaviours 

Conflicts - Disagreements within groups are common but often a healthy way of building unity. This is 

because if people disagree on something, they will have the opportunity to explain why and perhaps offer 

alternative solutions to the problems of the group. Conflicts only become personal when comments become 

personal towards individuals. 

 

Non-Participation or Withdrawal- Everyone has the right not to participate within the group, although it is 

usually preferable for all members to contribute. Some members will prefer to observe rather than to 

participate vocally and others may wish to contribute but feel too shy. To overcome lack of self-confidence, 

where members wish to contribute but fear to do so, and their non-participation needs an encouragement. 

However, they should not be embarrassed or pressured to participate. 

 

Scapegoating- When things go wrong in a group situation it is sometimes easy to direct blame at one or more 

individual within the group, this is known as 'scapegoating' and can be very damaging for the individual 

concerned and also for the group as a whole. Everybody makes mistakes and we all fail sometimes; 

scapegoating can be comparable to bullying and destroys the self-confidence of the victim. If the group has 

failed because of one person then a more appropriate way of handling the situation would be for the person 

concerned to have a private discussion with the group leader. Often the point of a group is to pull together and 

support each other – the whole group may be to blame for assigning inappropriate tasks to an individual or not 

providing adequate support. 

ACTIVITIES 

1. Define the term Conflict? 

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why we need to work together as a group? 

________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How you as a member can motivate other members? 

________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Define the term scapegoating? 

________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Strand H2 – Building Healthy Relationships 

Sub Strand H8.2.1 – Relationships 

Content Learning Outcome H8.2.1.1 – Critique the significance of group function. 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

   YEAR: 8  SUBJECT: HINDI  WEEK 18  

     

STRAND  (Reading & Viewing) Strand 2
 (Writing & Shaping)Strand 3

SUB 

STRAND 

 H 2.3 

 H 2.2   H3.2
  H3.1

CONTENT 

LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

 
H8.2.3.1

H.8.2.2.1 

- 
H8.3.2.1 

- H8.3.1.1
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

SOCIAL SCIENCE YEAR 8 

REVISIONAL NOTES WEEK 18 
   

 

 

 

 

People of the Temperate Zone 

The temperate zones are area between the tropics of Cancer and the Arctic Circle in the Northern Hemisphere 

or between the tropic of Capricorn and the Antarctic Circle in the Southern Hemisphere.   The temperate zones 

are known to have a climate that is warm in the summer, cold in the winter, and moderate in the spring and 

autumn. 

Summer is hot and this is when most people will come outside of their homes and do outdoor activities. 

❖ Winter is when snow falls and most people will have to stay indoors because it is very cold outside. 

People wear warm clothes to keep them warm and outside activities will be less. 

❖ Autumn is the cool season and people will come out again for outside activities. 

❖ Spring weather can be changeable. The weather can change from sunny to rainy to showery and then to 

cloudy. The work people do will depend on the weather at that particular time. 

  People of the Equatorial/ Tropical Regions 

Equatorial regions are areas between the tropic of Cancer and tropic Of Capricorn. They are often in lowland 

areas and have a climate that is hot and well year round. Tropical rainforests grow in equatorial regions. 

  Different tribes of people live in the tropical rainforests. These are the Pygmies in central Africa, the Lumad      

people in the Southern Philippines and the Amazonia Indians of South America live in   the tropical   

rainforest. Rainforest people are small so they can move through the forest easily.Smoke from fires drives away 

insects. They can make their clothes from materials around them, such as softened tree bark.Their shelters are 

covered in waxy leaves to keep out the rain. 

Different tribes of rainforest people live different lifestyles: 

• Some are nomads, they move from place to place. They chop make small clearings and then spread the 

ashes to make the soil fertile for a while before moving on to a new patch, in a way of farming called 

slash and burn.  

• Some are hunter – gatherers, they have a central camp and hunt animals and gather food from around 

them in the forest, such as nuts, fruit and honey. 

• The Pygmies – live in the rainforests of Central Africa. Traditionally they live by hunting and gathering 

food. 

• The Huli – are the one of many tribes that lives in the faraway highland forests of Papua New Guinea. 

They live by hunting, gathering plants and growing crops. Men and women live separately, in large group 

houses. The men decorate their bodies with coloured    clay and wear wide and decorated hats for 

ceremonies.  

Fill in the blanks:  

 

 

1. The temperate zones are area between the tropics of Cancer and the _____________ Circle.  

2. The temperate zones are known to have a climate that is warm in the _____________. 

3. _________ is when snow falls and most people will have to stay indoors because it is very cold outside.  

4. People wear ____________clothes to keep them warm and outside activities will be less. 

5. ______________ is the cool season and people will come out again for outside activities. 

6. Spring weather can be changeable. The weather can change from ________ to rainy to showery.  

 

 

Strand SS3 – Place and Environment 

Sub Strand 8.3.1 – Features of Places 

Content Learning Outcome Investigate the main climatic regions of the world and express 

their effects on people’s lives and work. 

summer Autumn Arctic Winter warm sunny 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

YEAR 8 

VOSA VAKA VITI 

WHSP 18 
Matana: Na i Vakarau Vakavanua 

Matana Lailai: Vanua kei na Veika Bula. 

CLO: Na veiwekanitaki ni veika bula kei na noda bula vakaitaukei. 

 

NA VOSA VAKA  VITI 

Wirinana sau ni tarod dodonu. 

 

1. Ni’u yaco ga yani, au a kania sara na kequ uvi.  

 

E na vaka evei na rorogo ni yatuvosa ka toqai koto oqori e cake, ke vakaibalebaletaki ki 

na lewe tolu ? 

A. Ni keirau yaco ga yani, au a kania sara na kequ uvi 

B. Ni keitou yaco ga yani, keitou a kania sara na kequ uvi 

C. Ni keirau yaco ga yani, keirau a kania sara na keirau uvi 

D. Ni keitou yaco ga yani, keitou a kania sara na keitou uvi 

 

2. Na vosa cava e veibasai na kena i balebale kei na vosa e toqai na rukuna e na i 

yatuvosa e ra? 

E vakataubutubutu na gaunisala cake kin a koro ko Matokana. 

A. sukusukura B. varovaroa 

C. lumisa D. damusa 

3. E a kilakasamitaki tiko ni a vakavuna na kama o Jone.  

 

         Na yavu ni vosa ka toqai na rukuna na 
 

A. taki   B. kila   C. kilaka  D. kasami 

 

4. Na vosa ka sucu mai na yavu ni vosa na ova na 

A. ovalau 

B. vakaova 

C. sova 

D. kovakova 

 

5. Ni 10 na qari, e e tautauvata ni dua na  

A. rara 

B. vatu 

C. sasa 

D. wai 
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6. Na yacaqu ko Meli ka ganequ ko Losalini. Na luve i Losalini e  

 

A. luvequ  B.vugoqu  C. ganequ  D. makubuqu 

 

7. “Au na qai lako vakamalua,” e a kaya o Jale 

 

Ke vakasavui na vosa nei Jale, e sa na: 

A. E a kaya o Jale ni’u na qai lako vakamalua 

B. E a kaya o Jale ni na qai lako vakamalua 

C. O Jale e na qai lako vakamalua 

D. E a kaya o Jale ni rau na qai lako vakamalua 

 

8. Na kena la’ki kau mai na dovu, e da kaya ni dau     

A. se  B. dolo   C. canu  D. cavu 

 

9. Na kakana cava e kilai kina na vanua vakaturaga ko Vuda. 

A. vurai  B. mana  C. qarivatu  D. uto 

 

10. Na seasea e dua na mataqali _______________ vaka Viti. 

A. qito  B. meke  C. qoli   D. vale 

 

 

11. E na vula vaka Viti, e vakatoqai na vula i Nuqa Levu me vula ko 

A. Janueri  B. Veverueri  C. Noveba  D. Tiseba 

 

12. Ke’u vakanamata ki na Vua i Cake, au vakanadakuya na matanicagi cava? 

A. Ceva i Ra 

B. Vua i Ra 

C. Tokalau Cevaceva 

D. Vualiku 

 

13. “Ki Namuka vata ga nikua” e i bole nei Ra 

 

A. Vuaka   B. Boto  C. Koli   D. Belo 

 

14. Na yanuyanu ko Yanuca ka toka volekati Beqa e wili e na yasana ko 

 

A. Serua   B. Namosi  C. Rewa  D. Nadroga 

 

15. “Caumatalevu, vua na Turaga na Tui ____________” 

 

 A. Cakaudrove   B. Bua 

C.       Macuata   D. Lau 
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LESSON NOTE 

SCHOOL:  Lovu Sangam School     YEAR:  8 

SUBJECT: Basic Science REVISIONAL Worksheet – Term 3 week 18 

STRAND MATTER 

SUB STRAND - Materials 

CONTENT LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

-  Account for different methods of separation.  

METHODS OF SEPARATING MIXTURES 

 There are 4 methods of Separating Mixtures. 

1. SIEVING 2. DECANTING 3. SEPARATING BY SPINNING 

4. SOME SPECIAL SEPARATION. 

1) SIEVING 

✓ The process of separating mixtures by sieving or filtering is important both; 

1. In our homes.  2. Factories. 3. Laboratories. 

✓ We use filtering process at home as; 

1. Tea Strainer. 2. Sieve flour to make cakes, puddings and roti. 

✓ Filters are also found in; 

1. Motor Mower  2. Generators 3. Outboard Mot 

  4. Cars   5. Brush Cutters 

This is use to remove small pieces of dirt which can damage the engine or will not make the 

engine run properly. 

✓ Filters are also found in our body; 

1. Our nostrils – which filters out dust so it will not irritate our wind 

pipe making us cough or sneeze. 

2. Kidney – it filters impurities from blood but it works in a more 

complicated way than the other filters we have studied above. 

 

2) DECANTING 

✓ Is the separation of an insoluble solid substance which is mixed with liquid. 

✓ Is a method you can use to roughly separate the liquid from the solid. 

✓ For example; 

1. A pot of uncooked rice which has just been thoroughly washed. 

2. The solid or (rice) should be allowed to settle to the bottom of the pot. 

3. Then gently pour the liquid off the top trying not to shake the pot. 

4. This will leave the rice in the bottom of the pot. 
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3) SEPARATING BY SPINNING 

✓ Sometimes it is not possible to separate the heavier particles in a mixture. 

✓ A Centrifuge separates a mixture by spinning. 

✓ For example; 

1. Cream is separated from milk. 

2. Red Blood cells are separated from the Blood Plasma. 

3. Sugar crystal is separated from Liquid sugar in the Sugar Mill. 

4. The Spin Dryer in a Washing Machine is also a form of Centrifuge. 

4) SOME SPECIAL SEPARATIONS 

 SEPARATING WITH A MAGNET 

✓ Some substances have special properties which can be used to separate them 

from a mixture. 

✓ Iron is attracted to magnets which can help to separate it from sand. 
 

ACTIVITY MATCHING 

Match the terms in List A with their correct explanations in List B. Write the 

correct letter to the matching numerals. 

List A List B 

(i) Separating  Funnel (a) Used to separate salt from salt solution 

(ii) Distillation (b) Process of change of state from gas to liquid 

(iii) Condensation (c) Process of change of state from liquid to solid ice 

(iv) Freezing (d) Process that separates the solvent from a solution 

 (e) Used to separate mixture of salt and sugar 

(f) Used to separate immiscible liquids 

 

(i)  _______ (ii) _______ (iii) _______ (iv) _______ 


